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interngtiQngl terrgrism

Japan's Red Army Reactivated in CIA Terror Blitz
NEW YORK, Sept. 18 (IPS) - The CIA has hit the

activities and personal coIlaboration with known CIA

working class with a new wave of international terrorist

agents. The peculiar mental affinity for self-destructive

activities targeted on Western Europe and intended to

violence of the Japanese petit-bourgeoisie made the

mask the RockefeIler cabal's plan to puIl off a second oil

Japanese Red Army a unique CIA tool, a network of

hoax this winter. D�igned to cow the working class into
accepting both "anti-terrorist" police measures and the

world suddenly without roots,

sacrifices necessary to pay off crushing balance of

members

.wm.e.nts deficits,these operations involve the activation
of the RockefeIler cabal's entire international terrorist
network.

movable jigsaw pieces which can pop up anywhere in the
of

the

much as the zombie

Revolutionary

Union

or

the

"Situationists" interdigitate in the U.S. from group to
group.
Their international center in Beirut is run by Fusako

Last Friday, two members of the Japanese Red Army

Shigenobu, the author of Furuya's

"Letters of In

took control of the French Embassy in the Hague,

surrection" and wife of Tsuyoshi Okudaira, leader of the

HoIland, where they held the Ambassador and ten other

1973 Lod Airport massacre. The Paris operations center

hostages for nearly two days while negotiating the release

is headed up by Taketomo Takahashi, who left his

of Yutuka Furuya, one of their members incarcerated in

assistant professorship at Rikkyo University in 1969 to

Sante Prison, France. The particular circumstances

concentrate on creating the Japan Technical Committee

around Furuya's original arrest point to the direct

to Aid U.S. Deserters (JATEC). Takahashi was one of

complicity of French President Giscard's right-hand

those deported this week from Paris.

man Poniatowski in the Hague terrorist episode.
Le Monde Sept.

IS-H> relates the events around

Furuya's arrest as foIlows: "The incarceration of Yutaka

JATEC served as the Japanese arm of the Schwartze
Kappelle

(Black

Orchestra),

a

counterintelligence

system in which the CIA places operatives who pose as

Furuya, who is around 2S years of age, dates back to last

anti-war GI's. These operatives are then free to travel

July 26. He had been intercepted at Orly airport in

through USSR via the international deserter network

possession of false passports and $10,000 in fake notes.

where they are in a position to encourage and accept

He was also the carrier of coded instructions which gave

Soviet propositions to become communist agents

him the mission of kidnapping ambassadors or Japanese

double agents for the CIA. By a virtual takeover of the

businessmen. Curiously, while his arrest went unnoticed,

GI

or it was wanted that it remain so, the DST [French

formation,

equivalent of the FBI] let it be known one month later.

crimes such as 1973 brainwashing of ICLC member

The DST even insisted that certain press agencies and

Konstantine George [See New Solidarity , Jan. 1 1, 1974]

movement,

the

received

CIA

variously

intelligence,

has
and

fed

-

misin

perpetrated

one newspaper make large note of it." [our emphasis]

As the Labor Committees documented in January

As Minister of Interior, Poniatowski has direct control

1974 and as corroborated by the Japanese press, JATEC

over the DST. It is evident from the sequence of events

is a member of the International Vietnamese Second

that the DST was assigned to give the signal for the Red

Front, set up by operatives Robert "Bo" Burlingham

Army to attack. Prior to the DST's belated insistence

and Michael Vale as a liaison for the various Swedish,

that the information concerning Furuya's arrest be

Canadian, and Japanese deserter routes to Eastern

released,the Red Army had no way of knowing Furuya's

Europe. Burlingham subsequently was arrested as a

whereabouts. Ironically, Poniatowski was put in charge
of negotiating the Hague hostages' release. He also

Weatherman and freed without jndictment. His slimy
career as editor of the CIA� radical magazine Ramparts

ordered the Paris police to round up for interrogation

and staffer Boston's counterinsurgent Real Paper, and

over 100 Japanese in the city, nine of whom subsequently

the unsavory travels of agent Vale have been documented

were deported in connection with coded Red Army

in New Solidarity.

membership lists found on Furuya and on Mariko
Yamamoto, one of the detainees.

Both these operatives and Takahashi are known to
have recruited GI's in Europe and leftist dupes in In

The Red Army is composed of controlled psychotics

donesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, and the Philippines over

and brainwash victims with a history of hideous terrorist

the past several years. JATEC cafes such as the Hobbit at

.IPS 19
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Iwakuni Air Force Base in Japan are well known as sites

were again televised nationally. The crimes cited by the

where deluded GI's pass guns to the Red Army. The

Red Army members were obviously ridiculous "brea�hes

"freedom" for GI's to enter such CIA safehouses has
by

advocated

been

Rockefeller

handmaiden

Congresswoman Bella Abzug in the pages of the only
sizeable English-language Japanese
AMPO

-

"left"

magazine,

on whose editorial board Takahashi sits.

of discipline" such as the desire to feed one member's
freezing baby

girl

or

begging

too-persistent

for

a

Kleenex.
Subsequent Red Army operations exhibited the same
mindless violence of the sort the CIA programs - the

The Red Army also works in concert with notorious

Lod Airport massacre of 1973 and the ludicrous "at

CIA countergangs such as the IRA in Britain, the West

tack" on the Singapore oil refinery earlier this year.

German Baader-Meinhoff, and the "Turkish People's

Having failed in the latter operation to terrify anyone

Liberation Front," according to the DST.

into making concessions, the Red Army moved to take
over the Japanese Embassy in Kuwait, forcing pompous
Prime Minister Tanaka to stand on his honor by sending

Televised Terror
The

Red

first

Army's

front-page

coverage

for

terrorism came in late 1972, when a series of bank and

a special Japan Airlines flight to Singapore and then
around the world.

police gun-cache robberies became the excuse for a

Pres. BaUdap for Terror

massive search-and-seal operation. More than 300,000
working-class flats in Tokyo were searched and dozens of

The Japanese press is now trying to build up the Red

leftists were incarcerated or interrogated. Five Red

Army as "possessing unexpectedly great ability for

Army members miraculously escaped to a ski lodge

action." Such obvious psychotics, however, are com

high in the snowbound Japanese Alps, taking with them

pletely

a local housewife as hostage. For a month, the press

ternational terrorist operations without CIA direction.

covered almost nothing else,and the event climaxed in a

This is made clear by orders from Red Army Beirut

nationally televised 21B-hour gun battle with police, in

leader Shigenobu for a "general uprising" in the near

which all five Red Army members were arrested, unscathed.

future. The orders were f�und in the apartment of Miss

.

After police extracted confessions of revolutionary
guilt,one Red Army leader hanged himself. The rest then
began to spill the hideous tale of the kangaroo courts and

incapable

of

carrying

out

coordinated,

in

Yamamoto, along with addresses of over 50 Red Army
members stationed throughout Europe.
This weekend's terrorism,

including bombings in

Paris and Madrid, was capped by the press' "prediction"

torture-murders of 14 of their own comrades. The

that the IRA, Black September, and the Japanese Red

Japanese police (who were organized by the G-2 In

Army would join together in a united front for terrorism.

telligence Division of the Office of Strategic Services

This is exactly what the CIA has in mind for all their

before the Korean War) dutifully went out to dig in the

laboratory-spawned terrorist groups; and the press, as

snow at the designated site and found the bodies in

usual, is preparing the way for future terrorist blood

various stages of mutilation and decay - all of which

baths.

Nazi Colonel Spreads CIA Terror to Spain
Sept. 23 (IPS) - In the worst terrorist incident in Spain

countergang whose CIA infiltration was assigned to the

since last December's assassination of Prime Minister C.

top operator of neo-Nazi terrorists, ex-SS Colonel Otto

Blanco, a bomb was detonated in a Madrid cafe last

Skorzeny.

weekend at the height of the afternoon rush hour. The
blast killed 12 and wounded 70.

The ETA, which previously confined itself to bombing
police stations and government buildings,

is being

mobilized for the first time as an anti-working class
The Madrid Police Chief is placing the blame con
veniently on the Basque separatist group the ETA, a

IPS
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terror force striking in Madrid's equivalent of Times
Square.

